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Abstract

Autonomous agents frequently reason about prefer-
ences such as desires and goals, and many logics have
been proposed to formalize reasoning about such con-
cepts. Though sophisticated enough to handle many
aspects of preferences (such as specificity, priority, or
context-dependence), these approaches fail to represent
conflicts in a suitable way. In this paper we start with
conflicts in Boutilier’s logic of qualitative decision, and
our main claim is that the various types of conflicts can
be clustered in two groups, respectively based on what
we call utopian worlds and hidden uncertainty. We also
sketch how Boutilier’s logic can be relaxed to represent
these two classes in a consistent way.

M’" ¯Introduction: what is a conflict?OtlVatlon

Autonomous agents reason frequently about preferences
such as desires and goals. For example, (Cohen and
Levesque 1990) explore principles governing the rational
balance among an agent’s beliefs, goals, actions and inten-
tions, (Rao and Georgeff 1991) show how different rational
agents can be modeled by imposing certain conditions on
the persistence of an agent’s beliefs, desires or intentions
(the BDI model) and work in qualitative decision theory
(Pearl 1993; Boutilier 1994a; Thomason and Horty 1996;
Bacchus and Grove 1996; Doyle and Thomason 1999) il-
lustrates how planning agents are provided with goals - de-
fined as desires together with commitments - and charged
with the task of discovering (or performing) some sequence
of actions to achieve those goals.

Most of the formalizations are sophisticated enough to
handle many aspects of preferences, such as specificity, pri-
ority, or context-dependence. However, they fail to represent
conflicts in a suitable way. Giving a unique definition of a
conflict there are several distinct types of conflicts that might
appear when modeling preferences of an agent, or of a soci-
ety of agents. Informally, a conflict can be generally thought
as a dilemma that makes the choice of the agent’s or group’s
decision difficult. (A more technical definition of conflicts
will follow). Our main claim is that the various types of con-
flicts can be clustered in two groups, although some "exotic"
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conflicts still remain outside both groups, of which we start
by giving a fore-taste.

Example 1 (dentist) (Bratman 1987)
1. I would like to go to the dentist.
2. I would not like to feel pain.
3. Going to the dentist implies feeling pain.

Example 2 (Sue’s wedding) (Bacchus and Grove 1996)
1. Sue would like to be married to John.
2. Sue wouM like to be married to Fred.
3. Sue would not like to be married to both of them.

In Example 1, desires 1 and 2 conflict because the in-
tegrity constraints of the real world forbid me to go to the
dentist without feeling pain.t Ideally, I dream of a world
when I can go to the dentist every time I like without ever
feeling pain. Although this world is not the actual one, it ex-
ists conceptually (and it may factually exist in some future).
What makes my desires conflicts is the integrity constraint
dentist ~pain of the actual world. Still, by express-
ing that I want both to go to the dentist and not to feel pain,
my internal preferences are consistent. The world I prefer is
merely inaccessible, but that’s not my fault.

Example 2 is a completely different story. The world in
which Sue is married to both John and Fred does exist (and
not only conceptually), but Sue doesn’t like it, 2 for some
reasons that are personal to her. Still, it is consistent that
she desires marrying each of them independently, because
in the present world where she is married to none of them,
when she imagines a world where she is married with John,
she implicitly assumes that in this world she’s not married to

~To the reader who would object that no one would like to go
to the dentist (except when being secretly in love with her), just
replace dentist and pain by "visiting Sahara" and "feeling hot".

2To the reader who would object that Sue actually likes this
world but cannot have any access to it for legal or moral reasons,
we object that we would have then expressed Sue’s dilemma in a
different way, namely: 1. Sue wants John; 2. Sue wants Fred;
4. Sue does not want to break the law; 5. marrying John and Fred
results in breaking the law. Then, this would have been a conflict of
the first kind: Sue dreams of a polyandrous world that still does not
exist. In our example 2, Sue really dislike the idea of being married
to both. Readers not yet convinced may consider the example "I
would like to get this full-time job Jl" and "I would like to get this
other full-time job J2."
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Fred. Considering this example in a more subtle way (which
we do later lead to several (slightly) distinct interpretations,
but the latter all agree on the fact that there is no place for
utopy in this example. There are, instead, considerations of
normality, hidden uncertainty, minimal change, and more
generally with update.

We consider here the framework of conditional desires
defined by (Boutilier 1994a), because it gives a solid basis
to understand what is a conflict, technically speaking.

Boutilier’s conditional desires
Ideality semantics Boutilier (Boutilier 1994a) interprets 
desire in terms of ideal states: ifA then ideally B, denoted
by I(BIA), is a conditional desire expressing on the seman-
tic level that among all A-worlds, my most preferred ones
also satisfy B. Quoting Boutilier, "from a practical point of
view, I(BIA) means that if the agent (only) knows A, and
the truth value of A is fixed (beyond its control), then the
agent ought to ensure B (...) The statement can be roughly
interpreted as if A, do B."

This definition enables the formalization of conditional
desires in the conditional logic CO. Roughly, the seman-
tics of CO is the following (for more details see (Boutilier
1994b)): a CO-model is a triple M (W,<,val) where
W is a set of possible worlds, val a valuation function and
< a total preorder (i.e., a transitive and connected binary re-
lation) over W. < represented an ordering of preference:
w < w’ means that w’ is at least as preferred as w. The
conditional connective/(-I-) has the following truth con-
dition: M ~ I(BIA) iff either (i) Vw E W, M, w ~ -~A
or (ii) there exists a w E W such that: (M, w ~ A and 
all w’ (5 W such that w’ <_ w, M, w ~ A --+ B). I(BIA)
expresses the conditional preferences "if A then ideally, B".

Generic knowledge Whereas conditional desires express
some constraints on the preference of the agent, pieces of
knowledge restrict the set of possible worlds to a subset of
W. Here we make the following distinction between "back-
ground knowledge" expressing that some worlds are phys-
ically impossible, and "contingent knowledge" (facts) ex-
pressing that some worlds which are physically possible are
not the actual state of affairs. Such a distinction does not
appear explicitly in Boutilier’s framework; it appears e.g. in
(van der Torre 1994) for the treatment of violated obliga-
tions in deontic logic and in (Lang 1996) who proposes 
extension to Boutilier’s framework.

Definition 1 (preference specification problem)
A preference specification problem is a pair (BK, DS)
where DS = {I(BllA1),...,I(B,~IA,~)} is a set of 
ditional desires (the Ai and Bi’s are propositional formu-
lae) and BK is a consistent set of propositional formu-
lae. Let M = (W,>,val} be a CO model. We have:
M ~ (BK, DS} if and only if

1. Vw E W, w ~ BK
2. for every I(BIA ) E DS, Max(>, Mod(BK ̂  A) 

Mod(B).

Lastly, we say that (BK, DS) is consistent if and only if
there is a CO model M such that M ~ (BK, DS).

We are now in position to define formally what a conflict
is. The following definition, which we use in this paper, is
extremely simple: a set of desires conflicts if it is inconsis-
tent.

Definition 2 (Conflicts) A preference specification problem
(B K, D S) is conflictnal if and only if it is inconsistent.

This sheds some light about what is a conflict and what is
not. We mention here two classes of preference specifica-
tions which are not conflictual.

¯ specificity: let DS = {I(-~ul-I-), I(ulr)} where U and
R stand for umbrella and raining, and BK = 0. This
preference specification problem is consistent: consider
a model where the world (-~u, r) _> (u, -,r) ,-~ (u, >

r).3
¯ contrary-to-duty: let DS = {I(~glq-), I(-.rlY), I(glr),

I(rlg)} and BK = 0 (Reykjavik paradox). This problem
is consistent too: consider the model in which (-~r, -~g) >
(r, g) _> (r,-19) ,-- (-~r, 

Intuitively, it is not hard to see why these two classes of
desires are not really dilemmas (and no one would agree to
call them dilemmas). For instance, when two desires, one
being more strictly more specific than the other one, con-
flict in their conclusion part, specificity solves immediately
the problem by giving the priority to the more specific de-
sire when both are applicable. (A similar explanation can
be given for contrary-to-duty obligations (van der Torre and
Tan 2000)).

Layout of the paper
The paper is organized as follows. First we discuss respec-
tively the the first class of conflicts (those based on utopian
worlds) and the second one (those based on normality and
update). Finally we discuss related research about conflicts.

Utopian conflicts

Informally, a conflictual set of desires is utopy-based iff
the reason of the conflict is the physical impossibility of the
joint realization of the desires. Consequently, this kind of
conflicts can be analyzed in terms of utopian worlds. Even
if utopian worlds are not feasible in practice, one often imag-
ines such worlds and one one can reason about them: worlds
in which you go to the dentist without having pain, worlds in
which you have cheap sunny beaches with few tourists, and
worlds in which you do not die (see next examples). We are
now giving a finer classification of the utopy-based conflicts
encountered in practice.

Different faces of utopy
Utopy consists of three subclasses: multi criteria, multi
agent, contexts. From now on, examples will be described
using the syntax defined in the introduction. For the sake
of conciseness, whenever the meaning is clear we will not
express them in natural language.

3,.,, is the indifference relation induced by >: w ,’-, w’ iffw _>

w’ and w’ > w.
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Multiple criteria

Example 3 (food dilemma)
DS = {D(ice-cream), D(-~fat)}
BK = {ice-cream =~fat}

In this example, a conflict arises because the agent has
multiple criteria which cannot be all satisfied. He wants to
eat ice-cream according to criterion 1 (pleasure) and wants
to remain slim according to criterion 2 (aspect). If a world
where it is possible to eat as much as cream as one wants
without getting fat existed, this set of desires would be con-
sistent and both criteria would be satisfied.

Multiple agents

Example 4 (family dilemma)
1. Peter wants to go to the beach in summertime;
2. Mary wants to go to a place not overcrowded;
3. Beach in summertime is always overcrowded.

This is very similar to the multiple criteria situation: in an
utopian world, both agents will be satisfied.

Contexts Finally, similar references to (presently) impos-
sible states can be made by a single agent within one crite-
ria, for example when dreaming about a cheap, sunny beach
without many tourists, or about a world in which one does
not die.

Example 5 (beach)
DS = { D(beach ), D(sun), D(-~many-tourists),
D(-,expensive ) 
B K = {beach Asun =¢.many-tourists V expensive}

Example 6 (pure utopy)
DS = {D(-,,die)};
BK = {die}

Formal representation

The straightforward formalization of utopian worlds distin-
guishes two sets of worlds in the models. This is formal-
ized in the following definition, in which all worlds that do
not satisfy BK are utopian worlds (which means that the
language must be expressive enough to talk about utopian
worlds).

Definition 3 (utopian worlds)
Let M = (IV, W*, >,val I be an extended GO model with
W* C W. We have: M ~ (BK, DS) if and only 

1. Vw E W*,w ~ BK

2. for every I(BIA) E DS, Maz(>, Mod(A) C_ Mod(B).

(BK, DS) is consistent if and only if there is an extended
CO model M such that M ~ (BK, DS).

Obviously, Definition 3 has several drawbacks.

1. First, the worlds W* in which the background knowledge
BK is true does no longer play any role in the truth defini-
tion of the desires. There is no distinction between physi-
cal impossibility (e.g. definitions used by the agents) and
epistemic impossibility.

2. Second, for conflicts between criteria and agents we have
to make the criteria and agents explicit in the formal lan-
guage, for example that one agents desires 19 and another
one desires -~p can only be formalized by different oper-
ators D1 (p) A D2 (’~p). With multiple agents desires 
be clustered and ordered in a hierarchy.

3. Third, it lacks a non-monotonic extension, for example
maximally consistent subsets, deleting or weakening con-
straints, introducing explicit contexts (if knowledge rep-
resentation is inadequate), etc.

Due to space limitations, these technical issues and their re-
lations will be pursued elsewhere.

Non-utopian conflicts

If conflicts cannot be naturally interpreted with utopian
worlds, then the desires cannot be interpreted with only pref-
erences <p (or utilities): the semantics has to be extended.
In the following subsection we discriminate between two
classes of such conflicts, and thereafter we consider two ex-
tensions of Boutilier’s semantics.

Different faces of non-utopian

The first and most obvious class to represent utopian con-
flicts is decision theory, i.e. with - besides utilities - also
probabilities. The second class extends the static perspec-
tive with dynamic updates.

Normality, hidden uncertainty In this section we ana-
lyze conflicts in a decision-theoretic setting, in which the
agent knows not only the utilities but also probabilities of
outcomes of actions, and tries to maximize his expected util-
ity (sum of products of utility and probability). In the infor-
mal discussions here we ignore several technical issues such
as the action logic or the temporal dimension, e.g. whether
states become accessible in the future. In the formal rep-
resentation we introduce later we will not use the decision-
theoretic framework but only a qualitative abstraction, for
reasons discussed extensively in qualitative decision theory,
see e.g. (Boutilier 1994a; Pearl 1993). In the qualitative
abstraction we write N(p) for ’normally p’.

We start with Sue’s marriage in Example 2. Suppose that
Sue is not married yet and marry-John and marry-Fred mean
that Mary asks for John’s hand and for Fred’s hand. More-
over, we ignore the possibility that Sue asks one of them,
waits for his answer, and depending on this answer asks the
other one. How could this be consistent with the fact that
she does not want to marry both? Because marry-John is a
nondeterministic action whose normal result is that John will
deny the invitation, and similarly for Fred. Suppose that the
probability of John saying yes is 0.1, idem for Fred, and that
the utility is: 0 for marrying neither, +100 for marrying one
of them and -500 for marrying both. There are four possible
actions: ask both, ask John only, ask Fred only, don’t ask.
Their expected utilities are respectively 0.18 (+100) + 0.01
(-500) + 0.81 (0) = +13 for asking both, +10 for asking 
one of them, and 0 for not asking. This calls for a notion of
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normality or hidden uncertainty to encode the normal (non-
exceptional) results of actions, or, equivalently,4 the normal
initial state(s) (We choose here to encode uncertainty in 
initial state only).

Example 7 (Sue’s wedding, modified)
DS = { D(ask-John), D(ask-Fred), D(-~(marry-John
Amarry-Fred) ) } 
K = { John-in-love-with-Sue Aask-John =~marry-John,
Fred-in-love-with-Sue Aask-Fred =~ marry-Fred, N (-~ Fred-
in-love-with-Sue), N (-~John-in-love-with-Sue ) 

Analogously, the following two conflicts can be ana-
lyzed with expected utilities (the second can also be given
a utopian reading).

Example 8 (Dog and fence) (of defeasible deontic logic
(van der Torre and Tan 1997))
DS = {O(--~f),D(fld),O(d) 

1. John does not want a fence around his cottage

2. If John owns a dog, then he wants a fence

3. John wants to own a dog.

Example 9 (indigestion)
DS = {D(ice-cream), D(apple-pie), D(cheesecake),
D(-~indigestion ) } 
BK = {ice-cream Aapple-pie Acheesecake =-----~indigestion}

Example 7 deals with action performed by the agent. A
similar analysis holds for events that are outside the control
of the agent.

Example 10 (overbooking)
The agent is an airline company which has sold 301 tick-
ets for a flight on an airplane of 300 seats. For each seat
occupied the company gains 100 utility units, but if all 301
persons show up, then the company looses 1000 utility units.
The agent may consistently express
{ D(show-up(1) ..... D(show-up( 301), D(~(show-up(1) 
Ashow-up( 301) 
because, individually, passenger #i showing up makes the
expected utility of the company increase (very slightly), due
to the fact that it is very unlikely that all passengers show
up.

Update If the initial state is not known then it is often a
case of updates. An update operation (Katsuno and Mendel-
zon 1992) is meant to express the changes on an agent’s be-
liefs caused by a change in the real world, express by the ex-
plicit satisfaction of an input formula (which may be related
to the effect of an action or of an event), and assumes that
these changes are minimal. Technically, updating a world w
by an input formula ~p consists of the gathering all models
of qo that are closest to w, with respect to a given distance
(which is often taken as the Hamming distance, i.e., the
number of propositional symbols that differ in both worlds).

For example, reconsider Example 2.

4Technically, nondeterministic actions can be encoded simply
with pure deterministic factions using extra variables whose value
is unknown in the initial state. See example 7.

Example ll (Sue, continued)We assume that initially,
Sue is not married, and in the closest world to the initial one
where Sue is married to John, she is not married to Fred too,
and vice versa. D(marry-John) now means that Sue wants
to get married to John - she prefers getting married to John
over not being married to him, assuming that the rest will
change as little as possible. The minimal change paradigm
implies that changing the world by getting married to John
does not make Sue married to Fred.

We can also reinterpret Example 9 in this way. This as-
sumes that in the initial state, the agent has not eaten any-
thing yet.

Formal representation
Normality, hidden uncertainty Boutilier also introduces
ideal goals, a combination of preference and normality. He
only makes use of normality when selecting the best action,
and still, he uses only the upper cluster of the normality re-
lation, nothing else. IG(p) is true if the best of the most
normal states imply p.

Definition4 Let M = (W,>__N,>p,val) where >_N is 
normality preordering and > p a preference preordering
(both are complete, reflexive and transitive relations) on 
M ~ N(A) iffMax(>N, Mod(T)) Mod(A)
M ~ IG(A) iff Max(>_p, Max(>>_~r, Mod(-l-))) 
Mod(A)

However, this cannot be used as a definition for condi-
tional desires, because we have the counterintuitive property
that if normally p then IG(p). We therefore use the fol-
lowing alternative in this paper. M ~ D(B[A) iff the
most preferred among the most normal A A B-worlds are
strictly preferred to the most preferred among the most nor-
real A A -~B-worlds. The difference with Boutilier’s inter-
pretation of conditional desires is that he does not use the
normality relation when he interprets desires. We need the
whole normality relation and we use it to interpret condi-
tional desires.

Definition 5 M ~ D(BIA) iff w > p w’ for all w, w~ such
that

¯ w E Max(>p, Max(>_N, Mod(A A B))) 
¯ W’ E Max(>p, Max(>N, Mod(A A ~B))).

We no longer have right weakening for the desires, i.e.
D(p A q) no longer implies D(p), which explains the 
tinction between the two conflicts in the following example.

Example 12 {D(p), D(-~p)} is inconsistent,
{ D(p), D(-~p q)} isconsistent when q is exceptional:

_>N: {(P,~q), (~P,~q)} {(P,q),(-~P,q)}
>_p: any complete preordering satisfying the constraint

(~P, q) >P (P, ~q) >P (~P, 

The following proposition gives a probabilistic interpre-
tation:

Proposition I Let pr be a nonstandard probability distri-
bution on W such that for any worlds w,w~ such that
w >N w’ we have pr(w) >> pr(w’), and let u be a (stan-
dard) utility function compatible with >_p (i.e., w >p r
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implies u(w) > u(w’)). Then M ~ D(BIA) implies that
u(BIA) > u(~BIA).

Example 13 (Sue’s sentimental affairs)
{D(JIT),D(FIT),D(-,(J A F)]T))} is consistent,
e.g.:

>_N: {(~J,~F)} >N {(J,~F), (F,~J)} >N {(J,F)}
>p: {(J,~F), (F,-~J)} >p {(~J,~F)} >p {(J,F)}

Both J and F have to be exceptional (and independent), thus
D(JIT ) A D(FIT) A D(~(J A F)IT) ) ~ g(-~J) 

N(~F)

Example 14 (Dog and fence) {D(d),D(-~f), D(fld)} 
consistent. We can group the models into five classes:

class 1: dogs are exceptional (and nothing else)

__~N: {(-ad, f), (-ad,--af)} >N {(d, f), (d, ~f)}
~_p. any complete preordering satisfying the constraints

(d, f) >. (d,-~f)
(d, f) >p (-~d, ~f) >. (~d, f)

class 2: not having a fence is exceptional (and nothing else)

_>N: {(’~d, f), (d,/)} >N {(-~d,-~1), (d,-~1)}
>p: any complete preordering satisfying the constraints

(-~d, ~f) >p (d, 
(d, f) >p (d, ~f)
(d, f) >p (~d, f)

class 3: having a dog are not having a fence are both (inde-
pendently) exceptional (and as much as each other)

_>N: {(~d, f)} >N {(d,f), (~d,~f)} >~v {(d,~f)}
>_p: any complete preordering satisfying the constraints

(~d, ~f) >p (’~d, 
(d, f) >p (-~d, f)
(d, f) >p (d, ~f)

class 4: having a dog is exceptional, not having a fence
even more

>N: (-~d,/) >N (d, f) >,v (-~d,~f) >N (d, 
>p: same as in class 3

class 5: not having a fence is exceptional, having a dog
even more

>N: (~d,/) >N (-~d, ~:) > (d, f) >N (d,-~f)
>p: same as in class 3

Note that the set of desires implies N(-~d) V N(f).

Example 15 (indigestion)
{D (cheesecake), D(appele - pie), D(ice 

cream),D(-~indigestion)} is consistent. For exam-
ple:

>N: no cake >iv one cake >iv two cakes >N three cakes
(and an indigestion)

>p: two cakes >N one cake >N no cake >N three cakes
(and an indigestion)

The overbooking example is similar to Example 15.

Update Update could come very intuitively into the
framework. While normality as used above should be
thought as ’static normality’ (i.e., which worlds are nor-
mal, initially, independently of any action performed), up-
date would deal with ’dynamic normality’ (which worlds
follow normally from a given action). Of the examples dis-
cussed above Sue’s wedding is the only one which is much
more intuitive with a dynamic interpretation. In a general
framework we may have both static normality and update.

Related research

Conflicts have been studied in many different areas, but
from a different perspective. In particular:

¯ In defeasible reasoning there is a focus on specificity pat-
terns, and conflicts are usually inconsistent. Formalisms
in which conflicts can be coded consistently, such as for
example Reiter’s default logic, interpret conflicts as in our
first class (e.g. variants of taking maximally consistent
subsets).

¯ In deontic logic there is a focus on contrary-to-duty obli-
gations, in defeasible deontic logic there is a focus on
combinations of specificity and contrary-to-duty, and con-
flicts are usually inconsistent.

¯ In paraconsistency conflicts are localized by weakening
the logic. It is mere a technical (ad hoc) solution that does
not fit in the categories we introduced in this paper.

¯ In merging and fusion conflict resolution looks like our
first class (e.g. variants of weakening constraints).

Concluding remarks
In this paper we analyzed conflicts between desires in
Boutilier’s logic of qualitative decision theory. We distin-
guished two main groups of conflicts, which we called utopy
and normality. Of each group we gave several examples,
and we sketched extensions of the logic to formalize these
examples in a consistent way. There is no conflict between
utopy and normality, some conflicts can be analyzed in both
classes (such as indigestion) and they may occur in parallel,
although we did not encounter examples where this was the
case.

Another thing one may question in Boutilier’s definition
is the principle of focusing on the most preferred A-worlds.
This principle of focusing on the most preferred worlds is
optimistic and is thus justified when the consequent of the
desire represents some deterministic action, are at least some
action whose consequences are not too much subject to un-
certainty, which means that the result of the action is more
or less (if not fully) under the control of the agent. This 
subject of further research.
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